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Swing down!  

Sweet chariot Stop!  
and Let Me Ride... 

 
I dedicate this guide to “The Rejected”... to all who have found themselves to be someone other than what 
society wants them to be. 

 

 
 

Power 2 the People 
...we R the pherSuns we Really R... 

 
 

 
 

“What you are seeking... is seeking you” 
 

~ OuachitaMuur Proverb
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Chapter 1  Column2:  The Universal Puzzle 
em Hotep Womban Evolving Everyday! 

 
The Universal Puzzle is a favorite Womben Evolving Everyday... concept because it always brings focus back 

to The Path.  Here are some major principles to guide W.E.E... through innerStanding the U-n-I-niversal Puzzle 

according to the Chronicles of Sekhmet on Olmecra: 
 

1. The U-n-I-niverse sources a cosmic environment (the puzzle). 
 

2. The puzzle is made of everything large and small in space; including the stars, planets... Our Mother Earth. 
 

3. Every unique hueman is Spirit; and has a Soul piece of the Universal Puzzle. 
 

4. Our Spirit Piece fits into the puzzle when we stay on The Path. 
 

5. When Our Unique Spirit Piece is properly fit into the puzzle; Our Soul is at Peace... and the U-n-I-niverse is 
whole for all (wholeness). 
 

…our perfect piece brings about universal peace! 
 

 
And so, all that linear thinking W.E.E... are trained to use... stops working when W.E.E... are challenged with 

thoughts of Universal Peace.  Quantum science doesn't have a lock on universal thoughts.  With W.E.E... on average 

only using 5-7% of our brain capacity; it won't hurt to expand our thinking into U-n-I-niversal thoughts more often. 
 
Yes, the cosmic environment is vast.  When W.E.E... look up to the earthly heavens; W.E.E... use our light spectrum 

lens (eyes) to see a reflective vibration of blue skies by day; black by night.  And we Gnow That... there is more 
beyond Our Wonderful Planet Mother Earth. 
 
A few lucky people have flown in man-made vessels that have taken them beyond our blue-sky atmosphere where Our 
Sun dominates.  And even large telescopes have captured glimpses of the far-reaching cosmic places certain people 
can't go.  Luckily, W.E.E... can view pictures and video shared by astronauts and astronomers.  But Gnow That, 
W.E.E... are Not limited to man-made vessels; or tools to travel beyond Mother Earth's surface. 

There will be more explanation on how W.E.E... “astroTravel” in a higher-level guide.  But for now; try to innerStand 

what the U-n-I-niverse is.  And what the U-n-I-niverse is made of.   
 
Going back to Column1 of this guide: Energy is Everything; Gnow That the U-n-I-niverse is full of energy.  
ReMember, W.E.E... are sourced from atoms and electrons.  Those atoms and electrons are sourced from the U-n-I-

niverse.  This is why many who live by the Universal Principles of Tehuti call the “Most High Creator...” “Source” or 
“The Source.” 
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And like with any creation; there are parts and/or pieces to put together.  So that the U-n-I-niverse is the creation of a 
cosmic puzzle.    
 

Gnow That... W.E.E... are part of the puzzle.   
 
Except, one’s personal piece won't fit properly unless W.E.E... are on The Path W.E.E...  were created for.   

 

 
Again, I'm not telling you anything you don't already know.  However, some are highly confused as to what their path 
really is???   
 
Or, someone/something has distracted Us into believing W.E.E... have a purpose to fulfill or an agenda of 

someone/something else??? 
 
So, before the Seeker can progress further in this column; She must innerStand:   
 

 I AM Spirit first. 
 My Soul yokes with my body. 
 I have a unique path in life.   
 My very unique path is designed for me and only me to fulfill. 
 My piece of the puzzle is a part of bringing peace to the universal whole. 

 
So, what does this puzzle look like?   
 
The puzzle is made up of everything created in the U-n-I-niverse on energetic levels.   Such that most things, even man-
made, are created for good.  Even though some of it may go bad.   
 
Consider this... 

“Sources in the U-n-I-niverse,  
are made available as reSources,  
to assist the pieces of the puzzle,  

and keep Us on path.”   
 

You've heard the term resources?  Again, not telling you anything you don't already know... but Yes! Like the 
motivational speaker Ralph Smart says... “the universe is conspiring on your behalf.” 
 
Otherwise, W.E.E... can trust that the U-n-I-niverse will assist us on The Path.  It's simple to innerStand; but Not so 

easy to do in our present environment.  But gnowing W.E.E... can depend on the Universal Puzzle to pull us into its 

cosmic energy... provides us a lot of momentum on The Journey. 
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The Practice: 

 
Column2.1-Seek:   
Research “how far away from the planet Mother Earth you feel comfortable accepting as your truth?”  Don't worry 
right now if it is closer or father than what others have chosen. There are many non-truths out there about space travel 
and outer space entities.  Use your present state of intuition to get comfortable with whatever you feel is right for you at 
this time in space.  Gnow That... most likely, as you continue to Seek; the cosmic environment you have chosen will 
expand.  You will have visions and dreams of travel beyond where you are now.  Just be open for when that happens. 
 
Column2.2-See:   
Spend at least 3-days collecting pictures/videos of the cosmic environment you have chosen to be comfortable 
with...i.e., the star Sirius or the planet Venus. 
 
Column2.3-Journal:   
Somewhere between the 3-days of collecting images and 7-days after starting this column; journal what you think 
about the cosmic environments you are finding.  Don't just accept scientific naming conventions.  Give the cosmic 
entities names that will help you relate to them.  For instance, if you feel comfortable with a star that lights up the 
eastern sky at night... you may name her Eaststar.  What do you feel the cosmic items are made of?  How did they come 
about?  What is the cosmic entity's path? 
 
Column2.4-AAA:   
On or before Day-9 of your Seeking; see if you can align with the Acknowledge-Accept-Affirmations below: 
  

1st: I have a unique path in life.   
 
2nd:   My very unique path is designed for me and only me to fulfill. 
 
3rd:   My piece of the puzzle is a part of bringing peace to the universal whole. 
 

Don't worry if you can't feel it in your Spirit/Ka just yet to Acknowledge-Accept-Affirm the statements.  You may still 
be too early in your Seeking stage.  And this guide's primary goal is innerStanding. 
 
So just move on to the next column.  Every Womban Evolves on Her own time in space. 

 
Be About Evolving Everyday! 

 
 


